Ham Radio Paging:
Putting "POC5AG" on Packet
Why pay monthly fees for non-business paging services when your
TNC can do the job for you?
By Phil Anderson, WRJXI*

TI

e weather is bad and you know
your emergency group may be
called up at any time, but you can't
keep your HT turned on while you're at
work. Or you're the repeater trustee "on
call" in case anything goes wrong, but
your job takes you from place to place.
In both of these scenarios, a pager
would be just the thing to help you keep
in touch. But a paging service is expensive, especially if you want to equip a
whole group with them. Unless, ofcourse,
you do your own paging...via ham radio.
While attending the "Wireless W orld"
conference last December in San
Francisco, I managed to take in the sessions on paging. I was curious about twoway paging and the future ofpaging, both
of which were advertised session topics.
Once the discussions got under way, I
couldn't help thinking about the similarities between paging and 9,600-baud
packet. Both use frequency shift keying
(FSK) modulation and a synchronous data
format with check bits for error detection.
Once home, I obtained a copy of the
International Radio Consultative Committee's (CCIR) Radiopaging Code No.
I Recommendation (R-584-1), more
commonly known as the Post Office
Code Standardization Advisory Group
(POCSAG) code. I examined that standard, thought about how to implement it
in hardware, and outlined some experiments to try POCSAG paging on the 2
meter band.
After checking appropriate sections of
Part 97 and running the experiments,
Michael Huslig, KB0NYK, Karl Medcalf, WK5M, and I succeeded in porting
.
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The KPC-9612 TNC is the centerpiece of Kantronics' packet paging system, with the latest
release of the 9612 firmware. supporting the mode. A personal computer may also be used to
encode pager messages.

the POCSAG code into our Kantronics
KPC-9612™ packet TNC. After some
debugging, we had proof of concept: paging from bench to bench using a laptop
computer, theTNC as POCSAGencoder,
a Kenwood TM-251A with a dummy
load, and Motorola Bravo Plus" pagers
recrystalled to 2 meters.
With the prototype system working,
two exciting amateur paging applications
came to mind: paging in emergency situations and paging coupled with our
packet radio system. Two unplanned benefits also emerged: the TNC as a paging
encoder to test/recrystal pagers and the
realization that inexpensive pager receivers can be converted for other uses. We
hoped, too, that paging technology would
add some more excitement to our hobby,
and would get a few folks back into tinkering with their signal generators and
oscilloscopes to "put those used pagers
on frequency."

tems work. So, let's examine how a typical commercial system is structured and
then we can compare that with our prototype system and imagine how amateur
systems might be constructed.
_
A typical commercial paging system
consists of the public telephone system,
a local control system (paging terminal),
several radio transmitters, and many individual pagers. The control systems and
transmitter sites are strategically placed

Commercial Paging
Systems
I'm assuming you're familiar with pagers but not with how complete paging sysHam Radio Above 50 MHz

so that the system's operating area is
"covered" with an RF signal strong
enough to reach each pager.
When you purchase a pager from a paging provider, they'll make sure your pager's receiver is set for their paging transmitter's frequency and they'll assign an
ID (called a capcode) and phone number
to the pager. Then, when a page phone
number is dialed, the page control system
matches the phone number with the ID,
prompts the caller for a message (which
the caller enters using a Touch- Tone®
phone), and sends the page message to
the transmitter.

Pagers: Four Types,
Five Bands
Pagers developed since 1978 are one
offourtypes: tone, numeric, alphanumeric, or voice. The vast majority sold today
are numeric. Most are also crystal-controlled, While synthesized pagers have
been developed in recent years, crysta1based pagers remain the favorite, perhaps
because of price and battery life. Pagers
are readily available for the VHF Low,
VHF High, UHF, UHF High and 900MHz bands and have been produced in
the millions (see Table 1).
The transmission format of the POCSAG signal is similar to that of 9,600baud packet radio: frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation at 4.5-kHz deviation. That fact led us to realize that paging could be adapted for use with our
KPC-9612 and "data ready" radio equipment already at hand.
The packet-like format of the digital
paging code is a preamble of 576 bitsalternating Is and Os-followed by one
or more batches of message codewords
(see Table 2). Each batch consists of a32bit synchronization codeword (SC) followed by eight frames of 64 bits each,
each frame consisting of two codewords.
Codewords are defined as synchronization, idle, address, and data. The format
for the data codeword differs slightly
from the rest, but all contain 10 check bits
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for error detection and correction. A full
description of the POCSAG code can be
found in CCIR Recommendation R-5841 or in the Pager Handbookfor the Radio
Amateur (see References).
The transmission rate for POCSAG is
either 512, 1,200 or 2,400 baud. These
rates and the defined format of the code
determine the shortest durations possible
for a page transmission at a given baud
rate. Examples for various baud rates
appear in Table 3.

Amateur Paging Systems
Like the commercial systems, an amateur system must consist of a paging signal encoder, a transmitter, and pagers.
Encoding, of course, can be carried out
by a PC or a TNC, and we chose to port
our code into the KPC-96l2. We did this
for several reasons: 1) because the TNC
is easily located remotely; 2) because a
packet connection (for paging) can be
easily accommodated; and 3) because,
unlike typical AFSK 1,200-baud or
9,600-baud G3RUH-type packet modems, the integrated circuit modem in the
KPC-9612' sport 2 can accommodate the
POCSAG signalling format.
To make it as easy as possible for amateurs to experiment with packet paging,
our firmware upgrade version 7.0 for the
KPC-9612 includes the functions of digital paging transmission and monitoring
of 512-, 1,200-, 2,400-baud numeric and
alphanumeric messages based on the
POCSAG standard. Pages are sent by entering an ID (capcode) and message for a
pager, using the PAGE command. For ex-

ample, assume mypager' s capcode number is 0111222 and your call-back numbeds 555-1212, you'd enter (at the cmd:
prompt) PAGE 0111222 555-1212. Note
that the paging message doesn't have to
be a phone number. It can be any string
of numbers, such as a repeater frequency, so you could type PAGE 011222
147060 if you wanted me to contact you
on 147.060 MHz.
Our firmware upgrade also includes a
paging server (PS), similar to a packet
mailbox, enabling paging to "callsigns"
with an entry in a page directory via a
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packet connect to MYPAGE at either
1,200 or 9,600 baud.
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Transmitting

Receiving

As noted above, the POCSAG standard
calls for a paging transmission with 4.5kHz FSK at 512-,1,200-, or 2,400-baud.
To accomplish this, a transmitter capable
of handling audio with a frequency content as low as 20 to 50 Hz is required.
Some of the "9,600 data ready" radios
meet this specification.
Why is the frequency content so low?
The reason is two-fold: the FSK modulation and the absence of any bit-stuffing
or data-scrambling defined for the POCSAG code. If a string of 1s is called for
in the data, the carrier is shifted up by 4.5
kHz and held there. In addition, if a numeric page is sent that contains a large
number of Os (in a phone number such as
842-1000, for example), then 15 "0" bits
will be sent in a row. The transmitter simply must be able to handle these strings.
(See the "Digital Data Link" column in
the March and April, 1996, issues ofCQ

You have two choices for receiving
pages: use the TNC in monitor mode or
recrystal a pager for your club's chosen
paging frequency. Most pagers can be
recrystalled to another frequency, assuming they were manufactured for the band
segment in which you wish to operate. A
listing of Bravo Plus receiver boards for
VHF operation (Table 4) is typical. The
143~148.6-MHz boards are suitable for
a crystal change to a frequency within the
2-meter band. We've also converted
some from the higher band segments,
such as 152-159 MHz.

Putting Packet Paging
to Work
Our club paging system consists of a
Kenwood TM-251, aKPC-9612 with version 7.0 firmware, a batch of Bravo Plus
pagers recrystalled for our local frequen-
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cy, and a dual-band Diamond antenna on
the roof at 30 feet. The system is housed
in the center of a 20,000-square-foot
metal building. With a transmission
power of 5 watts, we can activate pagers
stored in a metal cabinet in the middle
of the building. Plus, we can beep other
amateurs living five miles away. Our
local commercial provider, located five
miles from us, uses a 100-watt transmitter with an antenna at 100 feet. Their signal easily penetrates our metal structure-even to the center of the
building-and has no trouble activating
my commercial pager.
So there you have it, a new mode to
experiment with. If you're interested in
emergency communications or remote
control of equipment, then digital paging
just might be for you. We can picture paging messages reaching emergency workers via one, two, or even three nodes when
the commercial phone and (hence) paging systems are down.
The challenge now, it seems to us, is
to take this technology and make use of
it alongside existing systems, particularly packet radio.
•
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